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Resonant microbubbles are sorted from a polydisperse ultrasound contrast agent 

suspension in an acoustic bubble sorting chip. 
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An ultrasound contrast agent (UCA) suspension contains encapsulated microbubbles with a wide size distribution, withradii
ranging from 1 to 10µm. Medical transducers typically operate at a single frequency, therefore only a small selection of bubbles
will resonate to the driving ultrasound pulse. Thus, the sensitivity can be improved by narrowing down the size distribution.
Here, we present a simple lab-on-a-chip method to sort the population of microbubbles on-chip using a traveling ultrasound
wave. First, we explore the physical parameter space of acoustic bubble sorting using well-defined bubble sizes formed in a
flow-focusing device, then we demonstrate successful acoustic sorting of a commercial UCA. This novel sorting strategymay
lead to an overall improvement of the sensitivity of contrast ultrasound by more than 10 dB.

1 Introduction

Ultrasound is the most widely used medical imaging modal-
ity. It is based on the scattering of acoustic waves from inho-
mogeneities in tissue. Blood, however, is a poor ultrasound
scatterer and the visibility of the blood pool can be enhanced
using stabilized microbubbles as an ultrasound contrast agent
(UCA). The bubbles produce a strong resonant echo, which
can be 1 billion times stronger than the echo of solid parti-
cles of the same size1, owing to the large compressibility of
the gas core of the bubbles. The contrast enhancement makes
it possible to visualize the blood pool and to quantify organ
perfusion2. The sensitivity of bubble detection down to single
bubblesin-vivo facilitates targeted molecular imaging appli-
cations using ultrasound with targeting ligands attached to the
bubble shell3. UCAs can also be loaded with drugs, e.g. for
the local delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs with a narrow
therapeutic index4,5, or genes, such as siRNAs6,7.

The oscillation of the bubbles in the driving ultrasound field
is governed by a strong coupling between the microbubble size
and the ultrasound driving frequency through the Minnaert
eigenfrequency of the bubbles8. UCAs are commercially
available as a suspension of encapsulated microbubbles with a
relatively wide manufacturer-dependent size distribution with
radii ranging from 1 to 10µm. Clinical ultrasound systems
operate at a narrow bandwidth optimized for the type of ultra-
sound transducer and clinical application, consequently only
a small fraction of the bubbles resonates to the driving ultra-
sound field. Thus, the sensitivity of contrast-enhanced ultra-

† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [details of any
supplementary information available should be included here]. See DOI:
10.1039/b000000x/
Physics of Fluids Group and MESA+ Institute of Nanotechnology, P.O. Box
217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands. Fax: +31 53 489 8068;Tel: +31
53 489 2470; E-mail: t.j.segers@utwente.nl

sound perfusion imaging can be improved by narrowing down
the size distribution. Moreover, a fully resonant bubble pop-
ulation of drug-loaded agents will be much more efficient in
the local delivery to target cells, in addition to saving a sub-
stantial portion of its expensive or toxic payload. For preclini-
cal testing in small animal models, the injected contrast agent
volume is much lower than the volume that can be injected
into humans, so also here one could benefit from enriched,
more resonant, contrast bubbles. Finally, for the use of tar-
geted molecular imaging with ultrasound it would be highly
beneficial to discriminate adherent bubbles from freely float-
ing ones, which can be achieved through spectral differences
through a resonance shift of the adherent bubbles of a sin-
gle size9,10. Moreover, only a small percentage of the total
injected dose is typically retained at the target site and itis
therefore important to have all of the targeted bubbles in the
size range optimized for detection. For all these reasons itis
of great interest to devise a method to inject only the resonant
bubbles.

A resonant bubble suspension can be realized in three dif-
ferent ways: monodisperse bubbles can be formed directly ina
flow-focusing device, or commercially available UCA can be
filtered or they can be sorted. Flow-focusing techniques have
proven to be a versatile tool for highly controlled formation
of monodisperse droplets and bubbles11,12. In a flow-focusing
geometry a gas thread is focused in between two external liq-
uid flows through a constriction, where the gas is pinched off
to form monodisperse bubbles13,14. One challenging aspect of
this approach is to investigate how the monodisperse bubbles
could be encapsulated with a biocompatible coating to stabi-
lize them15–17, to investigate how to maintain the monodisper-
sity of bubbles produced at high production rates over time18,
and to investigate the dynamics of different coating materials
for in-vivo and clinical use19. Enriching commercially avail-
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able UCAs can be done by means of mechanical filtration20.
Bubbles can be filtered by a pore filter, however, this may eas-
ily result in bubble fragmentation due to elevated pressures
and to filter clogging. Moreover, bubbles not passing the filter
are lost and can not be re-used.

Size-selective sorting methods are based on the forcing of
bubbles. Bubbles with a different size experience a body force
of different magnitude. The force can be a result of gravity,
fluidic forces, or radiation forces, both optical and acoustical.
One sorting method is reported by Goertzet al.21 who isolated
smaller bubbles through decantation. The basis of this proce-
dure is that gravitational forces are balanced by viscous drag
forces; larger bubbles rise faster in the fluid due to a larger
buoyant force although in practice this is not a well-controlled
process. Similarly, Feshitanet al.22 isolate size fractions from
a polydisperse UCA by centrifuging the suspension. A cylin-
der with the agent is rotated at high speed after which the bub-
bles were extracted from the cylinder at certain heights.

On-line continuous sorting methods for bubbles are not re-
ported to the best of our knowledge. However, numerous pub-
lications on microfluidic continuous sorting methods for parti-
cles and cells are presented. Nieuwstadtet al.23 use lift forces
to sort particles in a straight microfluidic channel. Another
method to sort particles in a flow field is called pinched flow
fractionation, first reported by Yamadaet al.24. Sorting par-
ticles in acoustic fields is extensively reported25–28. In gen-
eral, an ultrasound standing wave (USW) is set up between
two reflecting channel walls in aλ/2 microfluidic resonator
chip resulting in a pressure node in the center of the channel.
Particles are injected into the channel from where they will
be dispersed over the width of the channel by the primary ra-
diation force. While solid particles are mainly driven by the
primary radiation force of the ultrasound, bubbles will also
be susceptible to radiation pressure generated by neighbour-
ing bubbles, termed secondary radiation force29,30. Moreover,
the reflecting walls present the bubbles with a virtual image
bubble which through the secondary radiation force leads to
mutual attraction, illustratively named the Narcissus effect31.
Primary and secondary radiation forces for bubbles are of the
same order of magnitude making an USW sorting strategy un-
feasible through bubble clustering and drift towards the chan-
nel walls.

The use of atravelingacoustic wave has the advantage that
the channel dimensions are decoupled from the wavelength
of the ultrasound. Therefore the frequency can be tuned for
optimal performance in the required size range of the sorting
chip. Here, we present a new and simple acoustic bubble sort-
ing method contained in a lab-on-a-chip device. We make use
of travelling waves of low acoustic pressure. The use of con-
tinuous wave ultrasound allows for a finite net displacement
of the bubbles during multiple cycles, whereas the ultrasound
frequency allows for size-selectivity through resonance.First

we describe the design of the microfluidic device in which
the bubbles can be sorted. We test its working principle for
bubbles of well-defined size formed in a flow-focusing device
and show that sorting bubbles with a size similar to those con-
tained in UCAs is feasible. Finally, we show that a suspension
of UCA bubbles can be efficiently sorted using this novel sort-
ing strategy.

2 Acoustic bubble sorting theory

A traveling ultrasound wave propagates in positivey-direction
(the vertical in Fig. 1):

P(y, t) = PAsin(2π f t − ky), (1)

wherek = 2π f/c is the wavenumber of the wave with fre-
quencyf and speed of soundc and withPA the acoustic pres-
sure amplitude. A bubble will experience a radiation force

FR =−V ·∇P, (2)

where both the pressure gradient∇P and the volumeV of the
bubble are time-dependent with different phase contributions.
This leads to an unsteady force that changes periodically both
in direction and in magnitude32.

The time dependent volume of the bubble in the travel-
ing wave can be obtained from a Rayleigh-Plesset-type equa-
tion32:

ρ
(
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=
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−
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, (3)

whereρ is the liquid density,c the speed of sound in the liquid,
κ the polytropic exponent of the gas inside the bubble, withP0

the local hydrodynamic pressure within the channel andPA

the acoustic pressure, as before.R0 is the initial bubble radius,
R the time-dependent radius of the bubble and the overdots
denote its time derivatives. The solution to Eq. (3) gives the
radius of the bubble as a function of time,R(t).

The translational motion of a bubble in the y-direction pro-
pelled by the primary radiation forceFR is counteracted by a
viscous drag forceFD and due to acceleration of the bubble by
an added mass forceFA

33–35. UCA bubbles are coated with
phospholipids that fully immobilize the gas-air interfaceand
they can therefore be modeled using a point-particle approach
as rigid spheres with a time dependent radius. We set up the
force balance for this system:

0= FR+FA+FD =
4
3

πR3u̇l ρ −

1
2

ρl
d
dt
(
4
3

πR3(ẏb−ul))

−6πµR(ẏb−ul), (4)
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Fig. 1 The acoustic bubble sorting principle. (A) Bubble trajectories in a high aspect ratio microfluidic channel (L = 1 cm, W = 200 µm,
W/H = 10). Size-selectivity is accomplished through the resonant behavior of the microbubbles by the radiation force of a traveling acoustic
wave with a maximum pressure amplitude of 4.5 kPa (B). FigureC shows the displacement (red solid line) from the center of the channel
(y = 0) as a function of the bubble radius. The black solid linein C shows the scattered pressure calculated at a distance of1 in. as a function
of the bubble size. The resonant bubbles are displaced over the largest distance into the upper outlet and are therefore separated from the
polydisperse bubble population. The pressure scattered from the resonant bubbles is the largest as can be seen from the black line in figure C.

where ẏb is the transverse velocity of the bubble,ul is the
fluid velocity andd/dt represents differentiation with respect
to time. Inertia of the bubble is neglected because of the small
gas density as compared to water.

The radiation forceFR on a bubble due to the pres-
sure wave is calculated from the pressure gradient∂P/∂x =
−ρDu/Dt. Convective effects are negligible here and it re-
duces to∂P/∂x = −ρl∂ul/∂ t 36. The added mass forceFA

gives the force that must be exerted in order to accelerate a
rigid sphere in its surrounding fluid, and for spherical objects
it is well-known37. It is independent of the boundary con-
dition and of the Reynolds number, however sinceR andul

are time-dependent, the expression for the added mass forceis
more extended:FA = 2/3πρR3(u̇l − ÿb)+2πρR2Ṙ(ul − ẏb).
The quasi-steady dragFD describes the Stokes drag acting on
the bubbles as they are translated. Simple Stokes drag was
taken because the bubbles are insonified at low acoustic pres-
sures (PA ≈ 10 kPa) resulting in relatively small translational
velocitiesẏb and bubble Reynolds numbers (Reb = 2ρRẏb/µ)
smaller than 1. The laminar flow fieldu in a microchannel
with a rectangular cross-section at a given lateral position y
and a height levelz can be calculated by solving the Hagen-
Poiseuille equation, see e.g. Bruus38:

u(y,z) =
4H2∆P
π3µL

∞

∑
n,odd

1
n3

[

1−
cosh(nπ y

H )

cosh(nπ W
2H )

]

sin(nπ
z
H
), (5)

with L the length of the channel,W its width andH its height,
µ the kinematic viscosity of the liquid and∆P the pressure
drop across the channel. For a channel with an aspect ratio
W/H of 10 the flow profile is shown entering from the left in

Fig. 1A. Thus, lift forces, which may counteract the transla-
tion induced by the ultrasound, are negligible because of the
absence of a flow gradient (hence zero vorticity) over almost
the entire channel widthW.

The translation of bubbles in a size range of 1 to 10µm
transported by flow with a maximum downstream velocity of
0.1 m/s through a microfluidic channel is modeled by solving
the coupled radial dynamics, Eq. (3) and translation, Eq. (4).
As a first approximation, we assume that the microfluidic
channel is acoustically transparent. This implies that thebub-
bles do not interact with the channel walls. Furthermore, it
is assumed that the bubbles are initially positioned at the cen-
ter of the channel (both in width and in height,y = 0;z= 0)
and that they are transported downstream with the flow ve-
locity. The bubbles are injected at positionx = 0. The ultra-
sound frequency is 1 MHz and the acoustic pressure ampli-
tudePA was set to have a Gaussian shape with a maximum
amplitude of 4.5 kPa in the center of the channel (Fig. 1B). A
microfluidic channel lengthL of 1 cm was chosen. The aspect
ratio W/H was chosen to be 10 with a channel widthW of
200 µm resulting in a pressure drop∆P of 20 kPa. The sur-
face tension and density of water are used,σ = 0.072 N/m and
ρl = 1000 kg/m3, respectively. The polytropic gas constant
was set to unity,γ = 1, as we use low driving pressure and
isothermal behavior can be assumed in the gas core of the bub-
bles. The coupled equations are solved numerically in MAT-
LAB by an ordinary differential equation solverode45. The
corresponding boundary conditions were ˙yb = 0 andÿb = 0 at
t = 0.

Figure 1C shows the modeled displacement in the y-
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Fig. 2 Acoustic bubble sorter. (A) shows the design of the experiments performed with the bubbles produced in a flow focusing device (B).
Microbubbles are formed in a narrow orifice and directed intothe sorting channel where an extra liquid co-flow is added to compensate for the
bigger cross section (C). A traveling acoustic wave generated by an embedded piezo transducer displaces the bubbles over the channel width
(D). Note: the channel lengths are not drawn to scale.

direction. We also plot the scattered pressure39 of single mi-
crobubbles as a function of the bubble radius. The plot shows
that the most resonant bubble sizes are displaced over the
largest distance and that they can be separated from the other
bubbles using the outlets of the sorting chip, see Fig. 1A. The
output bubble size distribution can be controled by tuning the
ultrasound frequency of the traveling wave. Shifting it towards
higher frequencies will provide smaller bubble sizes in theout-
put of the sorter and vice versa, lower ultrasound frequencies
lead to an enriched suspension containing larger bubbles. The
width of the size distribution at the outlet can be tuned by con-
troling the amplitude of the ultrasound wave. A higher pres-
sure amplitude results in a larger overall displacement forall
bubbles, providing a wider size distribution and more bubbles
at the outlet. Narrowing the output size distribution can be
achieved by lowering the pressure amplitude resulting in an
enriched suspension of highly resonant bubbles.

3 Acoustic bubble sorting: chip design

The chip designs are displayed in Figs. 2A and 3A. We use a
chip bulk material with an acoustic impedance similar to that
of water to prevent reflections at the channel walls, which re-
sults in bubbles being attracted to the walls. Moreover, theuse
of an acoustically homogeneous material prevents the build-up
of standing waves. A PDMS-water interface has an acoustic
reflection coefficient of only 20%40, whereas for a glass-water
or silicon-water interface nearly all the acoustic energy is re-
flected. We therefore build all sorting channels in PDMS.

The sorting channels (Fig. 2C) are straight large-aspect ratio

channels with a piezo transducer embedded in the PDMS. The
transducer generates a traveling acoustic wave perpendicular
to the flow direction to push the bubbles to the top half of the
channel. Outlet collection channels and chambers were not
incorporated in the present design to avoid flow disturbances
due to hydrodynamic pressure differences across the various
outlets. Nevertheless, channel spacers were added to the sort-
ing channel to mimic such outlets (Fig. 2D).

The molds for the PDMS chips were fabricated using stan-
dard soft lithography techniques41: a layer of SU-8 was spin-
coated on top of a silicon wafer, UV-exposed through a mask
containing the channel features, and developed to be ready
for replica molding. PDMS was mixed in the standard 1 : 10
ratio, degassed, poured over the mold and cured at 65◦C for
one hour, then cut to size. Prior to bonding, the fluidic ports
were punched through the PDMS. The PDMS containing the
channel features was plasma-bonded to a flat backing slab of
PDMS for acoustic homogeneity. Teflon tubing (PEEK, Up-
church) was connected to the inlet channels through which
gas, liquid, and ultrasound contrast agent were supplied. The
outlets were connected to large diameter tubing to ensure at-
mospheric pressure at the outlet. The channels were filled with
water immediately after bonding to maintain hydrophilicity.

The piezoelectric transducers are positioned such that they
oscillate perpendicular to the sorting channel, in a slit cut
though both PDMS layers parallel to the sorting channel at
a distance of approximately 4.5 mm. They were glued using
PDMS which was locally cured with a hot air gun. Three sizes
of piezoelectric ceramics were used (surface area 5×2 mm2,
thickness 11 mm, 5×5 mm2, thickness 2 mm, and 4×4 mm2,
thickness 1 mm) with center frequencies of 180 kHz, 1 MHz
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Fig. 3 Acoustic bubble sorter for the sorting of UCAs. (A) shows thedesign. A microbubble suspension is hydrodynamically focused in
between two liquid co-flows (B) forming a bubble train (C). A traveling acoustic wave pushes the bubbles in vertical direction downstream of
the channel (D). Note: the channel lengths are not drawn to scale.

and 2 MHz, respectively. All transducers were driven at their
thickness mode by an arbitrary waveform generator (Tabor
Electronics, WW1072) operating in continuous mode. A sinu-
soidal waveform was applied with amplitudes of 2.4, 2.7, and
2.1 V, respectively. A quantitative measurement of the acous-
tic pressure on-chip using non-intrusive methods can be done
through indirect radiation pressure measurements42 or using
Schlieren imaging43. However, these techniques are not ap-
plicable with the low acoustic pressure amplitudes used here.
We subdivide the chip in two pieces, cut along the sorting
channel, and we construct a watertight container around the
part containing the piezo by positioning it between two glass
slides and sealing it with PDMS, see Fig. 4. A calibrated hy-
drophone (Onda HNR-050) connected to anx-y-z translation
stage was put in the water-filled container and moved along
the sorting channel at a stand-off distance of approximately
0.2 mm. The piezo transducer was driven at the experimental
conditions to estimate the applied pressure and the pressure
distribution inside the sorting channel. It was verified that the
water level above the channel did not influence the pressure
measurements. Also the hydrophone did not suffer from elec-
tromagnetic interference and crosstalk from the piezo trans-
ducer.

The sorting strategy was first tested by connecting a flow
focusing geometry44 to the sorting channel (Fig. 2B). In the
flow focusing geometry a gas thread is focused between two
co-flows through a narrow orifice. Bubbles are produced se-
quentially to form a train of equally sized and equally spaced
bubbles. The spacing between the bubbles is important to min-
imize the attractive forces between the bubbles which leads
to bubble clustering. Two or more bubbles attached to each
other have a completely different resonance behavior32, which

would render the proposed acoustic bubble sorting strategy
impracticable. One can calculate that it is necessary to space
the bubbles by a distanced > 10R30.

Two flow focusing geometries were used to cover the gas
and liquid flow rates to produce bubbles in the size range of
interest, 1–25µm. Bubbles with radii between 10 and 25µm
were produced in a flow focusing geometry with an orifice size
of 20 µm, the smaller bubbles were produced with an orifice
of 3 µm in size. Optically, the larger microbubbles are easier
to measure and to size. The motivation for the smaller bub-
bles was to study the response of bubbles with a size similar

hydrophone

PDMS slabs

piezo

sorting channel

sorting chip

glass slides

water

Fig. 4 Pressure calibration setup. The sorting chip was cut in two
halves along the sorting channel. A watertight container was
constructed around the chip using two glass slides and a set of
PDMS slabs. A calibrated hydrophone was moved along the channel
axis to measure the acoustic pressure.
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to those of UCA microbubbles. The sizing of these bubbles
suffers from the effects of Mie scattering, in addition to that of
optical diffraction.

The bubble size was varied by varying the gas pres-
sure. Nitrogen gas flow is controled by a pressure regulator
(Omega, PRG101-25) connected to a pressure sensor (Omega,
DPG1000B-30G). Both liquid co-flows contain a surfactant to
stabilize the bubbles and are comprised of a 5% w-w solu-
tion of dish washing liquid (Dreft, Procter and Gamble) in de-
ionized water. The flow rate is controled by a high-precision
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, PHD 2000, Holliston, MA,
USA).

The outlets of the flow focusing geometries enter at the
half width of the sorting channel for symmetry, a co-flow is
added here to compensate for the bigger cross section. The
sorting channels had a cross section of 113× 500 µm2 and
14× 200µm2 for the larger and smaller flow focusing geom-
etry, respectively. Both sorting channels had a total length of
1 cm. The height of the channels was the same throughout,
flow focusing part and sorting channels alike. The flow rates
for the flow focusing experiments with the larger bubbles were
35µL/min for the flow-focusing and 1 mL/min for the conflu-
ent flow. For the smaller bubbles, the flow rates were 1µL/min
and 10µL/min, respectively. All liquid and gas flows were fil-
tered by an in-line syringe filter to prevent channel clogging by
dust particles.

A perfluorobutane-based ultrasound contrast agent (Bracco
BR-14, Bracco Research Geneva) was supplied in a 5 mL
vial. The bubbles form a suspension once water is injected
into the vial and the stabilizing shell is formed by a mixture
of DSPC/DPPC phospholipids surrounded by a PEG emul-
sifier. The bubble suspension was focused between two co-
flows (Fig. 3B) to form a train of bubbles with sufficiently
large interbubble spacing and then injected into the sorting
channel, as before (Fig. 3C). The cross section of the sorting
channel was 14× 200 µm2. The syringe pump controlling
the UCA flow was positioned vertically with the needle tip
pointing upward at a level several tens of cms lower than the
sorting chip. With the bubbles being buoyant, the aid of grav-
ity helped inject the bubble suspension into the sorting chip.
The contrast bubbles were infused at a rate of 4µL/min and
the liquid co-flow had a total flow rate of 24µL/min.

The translation of the bubbles in the sorting channel was
imaged using a high-speed camera (Photron SA1.1) connected
to a microscope (Olympus BX-FM modular system) equipped
with a water-immersion objective (Olympus, LUMPlanFL).
A 20× magnification objective was used for the flow focus-
ing experiment with the largest microbubbles, a 40× objective
during the flow focusing experiment with the smaller bubbles
and a 60× objective during the UCA sorting experiments. The
obtained resolution was 1µm, 0.5µm, and 0.3µm per pixel,
respectively. The system was illuminated in transmitted light
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Fig. 5 The acoustic bubble sorter in operation for bubbles produced
in the flow focusing geometries. Bubbles with a resonance
frequency higher (A) and bubbles with a resonance frequencylower
(C) than the ultrasound frequency are displaced less than bubbles
driven at resonance (B). Figure D shows the measured displacement
as a function of the bubble radius (dots) for bubbles displaced in a
185 kHz wave. The solid red line shows the modeled displacement.
Figure E shows the measured displacement as a function of bubble
radius (dots) for bubbles displaced by a 1 MHz wave.

mode using fiber illumination (Olympus ILP-1) connected to
a collimation objective (10× Olympus Plan Achromat 0.25
NA) positioned below the fluidic chip to maximize the light
intensity at the imaging position. All high-speed recordings
were captured at 5000 frames per second giving a temporal
resolution of 0.2 ms and the shutter time was set to 16µs to
minimize motion blur.

The high-speed movies were processed frame by frame in
MATLAB. First a background graylevel was subtracted from
each frame, second the frame was converted to a binary image
using a thresholding algorithm. From the binary image the
center of the bubble was determined and it was used to trans-
form the cartesian image(x,y) into polar coordinates(r,θ ).
The intensity values of the original image were averaged over
all θ angles to suppress noise in the intensity profile of the
image of the bubble and to achieve a sub-pixel precision. The
inflection point on the intensity profile was then taken as the
radius of the bubble.

4 Results

Figure 5 shows the acoustic bubble sorter in operation. Fig-
ure 5A–C were taken from the high-speed recordings and
show the displacement of the bubbles in they-direction
(R = 13.2 µm, 15.0µm, and 19.8µm). The displacement
of 566 bubbles normal to the direction of the channel flow is
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shown in Fig. 5D. The bubbles had a size range from 12µm
to 22µm. The open dots indicate the displacement of the bub-
bles from the top figures.

The displacement curve shows the resonant behaviour of
the bubbles. The solid red line in Fig. 5D represents the mod-
eled displacement. Input to the model were the ultrasound fre-
quencyf = 185 kHz, the speed of sound in waterc = 1490 m/s,
the density of waterρ = 1000 kg/m3, and the measured pres-
surePA. The pressure drop over the sorting channel∆P = 5 kPa
was calculated from the applied flow rate and was used in
equation 5 as input to the local hydrodynamic pressureP0, be-
ing the atmospheric pressure plus the channel pressure which
decreases linearly with increasingx. The bubbles produced
here were coated with a surfactant and in the model we set
the surface tension toσ = 0.03 N/m14, and the surface ten-
sion of the gas-liquid interface was assumed not to vary with
the bubble radius. The bubbles were also assumed to oscillate
isothermally, therefore the polytropic gas constant was set to
κ = 1.

Figure 5E shows the displacement of 1876 bubbles as a
function of the bubble radius for the smaller flow focusing de-
vice. Here the bubbles range in size between 2.5 and 7.5µm.
The solid red line shows the modeled displacement using
the measured acoustic pressure amplitude, as before. The
pressure drop over the sorting channel was calculated to be
∆P = 100 kPa. The input parameters to the model are the ul-
trasound frequencyf = 1 MHz, the other input parameters, i.e.
the speed of sound in water, the density of water and the sur-
face tension of the surfactant interface, were taken as before.

Figure 6 shows the scatter plot of the displacement of 481
BR-14 UCA microbubbles by a 2 MHz traveling ultrasound
wave. The displacement was measured 7 mm downstream of
the entrance of the sorting channel. The size range is between
0.5µm and 10µm, and corresponds to the typical size distri-
bution of BR-14. The typical acoustic pressure used here was
15 kPa. Extensive research on the dynamical behavior of ul-
trasound contrast agents has been performed in the past45–47.
More recently it came to the attention that the nonlinear har-
monic response of UCA is governed, not only by the classi-
cal Rayleigh-Plesset-type nonlinear bubble dynamics, butto
a great extent also by the nonlinear properties of the bubble
shell48,49. It was also shown that the shell surfactant concen-
tration had a major impact on the generation of the harmonic
response, i.e. even for bubbles of the same size a very dif-
ferent acoustic response can be observed50,51. The bubbles
can oscillate in an elastic regime with a low concentration of
phospholipids and finite surface tension, or they can oscillate
in a buckled regime owing to the high concentration of phos-
pholipids with virtually no surface tension48. The viscoelastic
properties of the phospholipid shell of BR-14 contrast bub-
bles can be incorporated into the bubble dynamics equation,
Eq. (3), by adding pressure contributions for an effective shell
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Fig. 6 Experimentally obtained displacement of UCA bubbles as a
function of the bubble size (dots). The red line shows the modeled
displacement of coated bubbles with an initial surface tension of
6×10−3 N/m and the blue line shows the modeled displacement for
a initial surface tension of 2×10−3 N/m. Varying the initial surface
tension between these two values (gray area) show excellent
agreement with the measured displacement.

elasticity and rate-dependent shell viscosity. The varying shell
surfactant concentration is captured in a parameter termedthe
initial surface tensionσ(R0)

50. To induce the flow the pres-
sure drop over the sorting channel was approximately 100 kPa.
Such a large overpressure may compress the contrast bubbles,
which results in bubbles ending up in their buckled state, orat
least close to buckling, with an initial surface tension close to
zero.

Numerical simulations of the displacement were performed
using the measured acoustic pressure amplitude and the data
for BR-14 bubbles from Overveldeet al.52. They showed
that BR-14 bubbles are characterized by a shell elasticity of
2.5 N/m together with a shell viscosity of 6.0× 10−9 kg/s.
The initial surface tensionσ(R0) of contrast microbubbles in
their suspension varied between zero and 0.035 N/m. A poly-
tropic gas constant ofκ = 1.07 for perfluorobutane (C4F10)
gas was used and all properties of the surrounding liquid were
kept as before. Figure 6 shows the modeled displacement of
bubbles with an initial surface tension between 6×10−3 N/m
(in red) and 2× 10−2 N/m (in blue). The gray area fills all
possible displacement curves between the two extremes and
we find very good agreement with the measured results.
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5 Discussion

Typically one to ten billion bubbles are injected in a human
perfusion study. Injecting an enriched bubble suspension with
a narrow size distribution may dramatically decrease the num-
ber of bubbles that is needed during such an imaging proce-
dure, a decrease of 20–40 times is expected in favorable con-
ditions. Still, with the single sorting channel, operated under
the conditions as described here, it would take several hours
to fill a vial with millions of resonant bubbles. Massive paral-
lelization of the sorting method may be achieved by stacking
microfluidic channel layers in close proximity to each other53,
which will then reduce the sorting time to under one minute.

Flow focusing techniques are capable of producing up to
106 bubbles per second from a single orifice15. While flow
focusing techniques have an excellent track record in produc-
ing highly monodisperse bubble suspensions, also for coated
bubbles, with a polydispersity index down to 0.2%, there is
very little knowledge on the details of the coating characteris-
tics and on the dynamic process of coating during formation.
Thus, it can be very helpful, even for monodisperse bubble
production facilities, to sort the suspension of bubbles ina
subsequent step based on their acoustic property, not neces-
sarily on size.

In preclinical small animal models, only a small amount of
bubbles can be safely injected. For these protocols it is there-
fore of great importance to inject only those bubbles that are
acoustically most responsive. Hence it would be beneficial to
use sorted bubbles with high echogenicity instead of a poly-
disperse suspension containing a large fraction of smallerand
larger non-resonant bubbles. This feature becomes even more
important when using the contrast bubbles in harmonic imag-
ing as all nonlinear harmonic behavior is concentrated near
resonance. Thus, the injection of non-responsive larger bub-
bles will primarily contribute to a substantial scatteringecho
at the fundamental frequency and to attenuation of the trans-
mit signal, thereby limiting the scattering to attenuationratio
(STAR) of the nonlinear echo. Acoustic bubble sorting is also
beneficial for targeted bubbles for molecular imaging and to
sort drug and gene loaded bubbles. The bubbles passing the
bubble sorter at the waste outlet may be reinjected in another
chip to be sorted at a different frequency for use in another
treatment. Finally, the expensive drug load and/or targeting
ligands may also be recycled from the waste collection chan-
nel.

A few words on the modeling efforts are in order. We have
added a linear damping term to the Rayleigh-Plesset model to
account for the energy dissipation of the radial oscillations.
These arise first of all from the presence of a surfactant layer
to stabilize the bubbles produced in the flow focusing geom-
etry and secondly from the interaction of the bubbles with
the PDMS walls. Finally, we know from Devin54 that ther-

mal damping of bubbles with a size near 15µm are dominant
over the other damping contributions, such as acoustic reradi-
ation and viscous dissipation. To cover all these (unknown)
damping contributions we introduced a single damping factor
δadd as a pressure contribution in the form−δaddρl ωRṘ as in
Eatocket al.55. The width of the modeled displacement curves
in Fig. 5 were fitted to the measured displacement curves by
varying δadd. We find a total damping of 0.24 and 0.40 for
the 15µm and 3µm bubbles, respectively. The total damping
and the maximum displacement are highly coupled. More-
over, the modeled displacement strongly depends on the input
acoustic pressure amplitude which was measured using an in-
trusive technique with a potential bias in both its amplitude
and position. The combination of all these factors led us to
scale the modeled displacement in figures 5D and E to the
experimental data with a scaling factor of 1.7 and 1.4, respec-
tively, while keeping good agreement in the overall shape of
the displacement curve. For the contrast agent microbubbles
we incorporate the visco-elastic shell parameters (shell elastic-
ity, shell viscosity and surfactant concentration) directly from
experimental microbubble characterization studies52 and we
find good agreement for the displacement curves and its sort-
ing capabilities.

The microbubbles in our sorting channels are always close
to the PDMS walls of the chip. There is a large inconsistency
between the available theoretical models that describe thedy-
namics of microbubbles close to a compliant wall. Doikinov
et al.56 model the dynamics of contrast agent microbubbles
near a polystyrene OpticellR© membrane and their model pre-
dicts an increase of the resonance frequency for a bubble close
to the wall. Hayet al.57 find a decrease of the resonance fre-
quency for a bubble between two viscoelastic layers. Recent
experiments by Helfieldet al.58 show very different acoustical
behavior for bubbles close to an agar wall (with a small differ-
ence in acoustic impedance, hence little change in the bubble
dynamics) as compared to an Opticell membrane with consid-
erably larger changes. The acoustic transparency of PDMS
suggests a minor influence of the bubble-wall interaction with
limited change to the dynamics of the bubbles. Experiments
of single microbubbles with a given stand-off distance to a
PDMS wall or between two PDMS walls, e.g. using optical
tweezers59, should clarify the details of bubble-wall interac-
tions relevant for our sorting chip.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a simple lab-on-a-chip device to sort
coated microbubbles on-line in a travelling acoustic wave.The
bubbles are sorted to their acoustic property rather than to
their size, which makes the proposed sorting strategy highly
efficient for injection of a smaller dose, yet highly resonant,
enriched bubble suspension for preclinical small animal imag-
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ing, for targeted molecular imaging using ultrasound, and for
drug and gene delivery applications.
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